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Infinity is the Foundation of Emanations
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EARTH
The Elements of the Meta-Element Earth
are, but are not limited to: Passivity, Receptivity, Manifesting, Physicality, Stability, Slow-moving, Grounding, Productivity, Fertility, Growth, Regeneration,
the Northern Quadrant, Symbiosis of Life
and Death, Old Age, Stone, Soil, Metal,
Bones, Gems, Rigidity, Solidity, Numbness, Obstinacy, Consistency, Strength,
Limitless, Corpses, Cold and Dry, Resistance, the physical constituents of Will,
Solids, Chemical Compounds in a Solid
state, Nutrients, Immortality, Mass, Stationary, Rooted, Sex (solid chemical influence/material body-parts), Black
Holes, Material Creation, The Hierophant, Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn, Money.
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AVATAR

PRIMUS

The Avatar, also known as the En Sof in
the Qabalah, the Higher Self or Godhead
in other traditions can be wielded with
the power of Will. Imagine, if you can,
that the Avatar is you, as God, a manifestation out of the Tao, which is Prime.
The Avatar knows what is best for you
regardless of your current knowledge.
Indeed, it knows all things as it has always been with you throughout your
lives since your disconnection from Primal Unity during the cataclysm. It is intimately connected to Prime and resides
within the Prime Sphere dwelling several
inches above your cranium. Again, to
wield the power of the Avatar, simply
flex your Magickal Will.

Prime cannot be conceived of. For to
conceive of it is to limit it. When conceived or perceived, one is doing so
through the limitability of senses. When
this is done, one is merely perceiving
Prime manifesting itself. And, when
Prime manifests itself, it immediately becomes an Emanation. Thus, Prime is, the
Unmanifest, dwelling beyond the three
veils beyond Kether of the Qabalistic
Tree of Life. The Grimoire, Primus, is
available on the Archon Metanet. Enter
Keyword Primus. Lastly, an important
clue to lead to verity: does not the Emanation of the data detailed on this page
exist as an Emanation in the Mind of the
Reader? Consider carefully.
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ASCENSION

SPHERE OF IMMORTALITY

Sephirah Yesod is the domain of the Astral Light in one of its first manifestations. This plane of existence parallels
the physical and is superimposed over it.
It is the Realm of dreams, ideas, images,
thoughts, fantasies and the like. Ascending to Yesod endows one with all manner
of powers. Ascending is akin to raising
consciousness to this plane of existence
and becoming aware of it and learning
how to control it. The process is simple.
Sit, lie down, stand or find a comfortable
position. Simply raise consciousness
with power of Will. It will take time.
The amount of time it takes for each individual is unique and circumstances vary.
For example, it may take days or weeks.

Any entity that withers and dies is
wrought of Cursed, Death Earth (no coincidence that many dine on animal
corpses throughout their lives). The
sphere of Immortality, once erected, will
cleanse Cursed Earth gradually until
Earth is that of Deathless Earth. Depending on the unique circumstances of the
individual, Immortality may be acquired.
Unfortunately, some may be too old,
without enough time to permute the
Earth or under a stream of persistent
wicked Will from a God or powerful entity. Perhaps the Element Quickening
coupled with the Element Quanta in an
extraordinary amount will aid the Psyker
in attaining Immortality.
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ARETE

THE INNER VOICE

Although the word is from a fictional table top roleplaying game franchise, the
idea is true all the same. Arete is a measure of a Psykers enlightened Will. Some
amount of Arete is required to perform
any awakened Magick or any Psyking
(truly Psykings and Magickal undertakings are similar, the only difference being
the understanding the Elemental
Metaverse). Generally, the Greater the
Arete, the easier it is for the Psyker to
plumb the concealed mysteries of the
Metaverse. The lesser the Arete, the
more difficult it is for the Psyker to understand. Arete can be increased simply
by the flexing of ones Will or any ritual
or meditation known to thee.

Glean Truth or Prime for confirmation of
this knowledge. The Inner Voice is, simply, an illusion. Often times it is controlled by other wicked entities in such a
deceptive manner that one believes it is
their own Voice talking when in fact it is
an entire dialogue, scripted, that one is
having with oneself. In order to find the
True Mind, I recommend beginning to
Self Monitor the Inner Voice. Observe,
instead of actively being and participating, the Inner Voice and Inner Mind. Do
not be surprised if, within some time, you
are greeted by a peculiar train of thought
that is rather wicked in its makeup. This
is non other than the Dark God in Kether
and or one of his wicked minions.

